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Abstract. This paper reports on cross-evaluating the two software tools for
automated term extraction (ATE) from English texts: NaCTeM TerMine and
UPM Term Extractor. The objective was to ﬁnd the most ﬁtting software for
extracting the bags of terms to be the part of our instrumental pipeline for
exploring terminological saturation in text document collections in a domain of
interest. The choice of these particular tools from the bunch of the other
available is explained in our review of the related work in ATE. The approach to
measure terminological saturation is based on the use of the THD algorithm
developed in frame of our OntoElect methodology for ontology reﬁnement. The
paper presents the suite of instrumental software modules, experimental workflow, 2 synthetic and 3 real document collections, generated datasets, and set-up
of our experiments. Next, the results of the cross-evaluation experiments are
presented, analyzed, and discussed. Finally the paper offers some conclusions
and recommendations on the use of ATE software for measuring terminological
saturation in retrospective text document collections.
Keywords: Automated term extraction  Software tool
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1 Introduction
Automated term extraction (ATE, also known as recognition – ATR) from textual
documents is an established sub-ﬁeld in text mining. Its results are further used for
different important purposes, for example as inputs in ontology learning. Many
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research activities are undertaken currently to improve the quality of extraction results.
These activities focus on different aspects, including: new or improved extraction
algorithms; combining linguistic and statistical approaches to extraction; developing
new or reﬁned metrics which allow higher quality extraction; developing new
extraction tools which yield better results and scale to ﬁt current dataset size requirements. The mainstream criteria used to assess the quality of extracted results are
adopted from information retrieval and based on recall and precision metrics. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there were no reports on approaches to assess the
completeness of the document collection from which extraction is performed. Recall
measures just inform about how completely the set of terms was extracted from the
available data but does not hint if the data itself was complete to contain all signiﬁcant
terms characterizing the domain. In other words, there is no way so far to check if the
collection of documents chosen for term extraction is representative. Therefore the
approaches to measure the representativeness of document collections are timely. In
this context, it is also important to know what would be a minimal representative subset
of documents.
The research presented in this paper1 develops the methodological and instrumental
components for measuring the representativeness of high-quality collections of textual
documents. It is assumed that the documents in a collection cover a single and well
circumscribed domain and have a timestamp associated with them – so can be ordered
by publication time. A typical example of such a collection is the set of the full text
papers of a professional journal or conference proceedings series. The main hypothesis,
put forward in this work, is that a sub-collection can be considered as representative to
describe the domain, in terms of its terminological footprint, if any additions of extra
documents from the entire collection to this sub-collection do not noticeably change
this footprint. Such a sub-collection is further considered as complete and could be
used e.g. for learning an ontology from it. In fact, this approach to assess the representativeness does so by evaluating terminological saturation in a document collection.
In this approach we are concerned about automated term extraction, as doing so
manually is not feasible for any realistic document collection pretending to cover a
professional domain. Therefore, it is important to know if terminological saturation
depends on a term extraction method, implemented in a software tool. For ﬁnding this
out, the presented research project cross-evaluated the two software tools. The choice
of these particular tools from the bunch of the other available is explained in our review
of the related work in Sect. 2.
The approach to measure terminological saturation is based on the use of the THD
algorithm developed in frame of our OntoElect methodology for ontology reﬁnement
[2]. This part of OntoElect is outlined in Sect. 3.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 present our contributions.
We focused our experiments on a single but important factor that may influence
terminological saturation – the choice of an ATE software tool. Further, we presented

1

This paper is based on [1] in terms of its idea and research agenda presented as its research
hypothesis and questions in Sect. 2. The rest constitutes the new result elaborated after the
submission and publication of [1].
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our generic workflow to support different series of experiments answering different
research questions in our project [1]. We also developed the suite of instrumental
software modules to support our experimental workflow. We provided a more detailed
experimental set-up, based on the generic workflow, for studying the influence of the
choice of the term extraction software. This contribution is presented in Sect. 4.
For evaluating the aspect of the choice of a term extraction software, we
cross-evaluated the two selected software tools, UPM Term Extractor2 versus NaCTeM
TerMine3, on two synthetic and three real document collections of full-text papers from
different domains. Section 5 presents the document collections and datasets, and further
elaborates on the details of the experimental set-up. The results of our cross-evaluation
experiments are presented and discussed in Sect. 6.
Finally, we summarize our results in Sect. 7, which concludes the paper.

2 Motivation and Related Work
Extracting terminology from texts is a complicated and laborious process which
requires a substantial part of highly qualiﬁed human effort. Despite that it is more and
more often used in many important applications, e.g. for engineering ontologies [2, 3].
So, knowing the smallest possible representative document collection for a domain is
very important to efﬁciently develop ontologies with satisfactory domain coverage.
Therefore, laying out a method to determine a terminologically saturated subset of
documents of the minimal size within a collection is topical. It is also important to
make this method as efﬁcient and automated as possible to lower the overhead on the
core knowledge engineering workflow.
In our project we put forward a hypothesis that terminological saturation in a
collection of documents is a complex thing which may depend on several aspects.
These aspects are taken into account while answering the following research questions:
• Q1: Which of the term extraction software tools yield better saturated sets of terms?
• Q2: Which would be the proper direction in forming the datasets to check saturation: chronological, reverse-chronological, bi-directional, random selection? Which
direction is the most appropriate to cope with potential terminological drift in time?
• Q3: Would the size of a dataset increment influence saturation measurements? Is
there an optimal size of an increment for the purpose?
• Q4: Would frequently cited documents form a minimal representative subset of
documents? Do these documents indeed provide the biggest terminological contribution to the document collection?
• Q5: Is the method for assessing completeness based on saturation measurements
valid? Does it indeed provide a correct indication of statistical representativeness?

2

3

UPM Term Extractor could be downloaded from https://github.com/ontologylearning-oeg/epnoilegacy. It has to be further installed locally for use.
The batch service of NaCTeM TerMine is available at http://www.nactem.ac.uk/batch.php. Access
needs to be requested.
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The answers to the outlined research questions Q1–Q4 are sought based on conducting experiments using different document collections coming from different
domains and communities. Thus, the setting of the experiments should consider these
aspects.
In this paper we aim at ﬁnding out the answer to our research question Q1: which
relevant term extraction software yields the best (smallest) saturated sub-sets of documents? Therefore, the rest of the paper is focused around this aspect.
We review the related work along the following lines. We compare existing ATE
approaches in terms of the quality of their results. We also consider as relevant those
methods (ATE algorithms plus metrics) which are domain-independent, unsupervised,
and allow assessing the signiﬁcance of extracted terms. Further we check if the selected
methods are implemented as software tools which are publicly available for our
experiments. We also pay attention to whether the tools return data for term signiﬁcance evaluations that are essential for our saturation measurements.
2.1

Methods for Automated Term Extraction

Despite being important for practice, ATE is still far from being reliable. New
approaches to ATE are being proposed and still demonstrate their precision at the level
below 80% [4]. So, these can hardly be used in industry. Several reviews have been
performed to compare and cross-evaluate ATE methods, e.g. [5]. Perhaps, [4] and [20]
are the most recent work on that.
In the majority of approaches to ATE, e.g. [6] or [7], processing is done in two
consecutive phases: Linguistic Processing and Statistical Processing. Linguistic processors, like POS taggers or phrase chunkers, ﬁlter out stop words and restrict candidate terms to n-gram sequences: nouns or noun phrases, adjective-noun and
noun-preposition-noun combinations. Statistical processing is then applied to measure
the ranks of the candidate terms. These measures are [5] either the measures of
‘unithood’, which focus on the collocation strength of units that comprise a single term;
or the measures of ‘termhood’ which point to the association strength of a term to
domain concepts.
For ‘unithood’, the metrics are used such as mutual information [8], log likelihood
[9], t-test [6, 7], the notion of ‘modiﬁability’ and its variants [7, 10]. The metrics for
‘termhood’ are either term frequency-based (unsupervised approaches) or reference
corpora-based (semi-supervised approaches). The most used frequency-based metrics
are TF/IDF (e.g. in [4, 11]), weirdness [12] which compares the frequency of a term in
the evaluated corpus with that in the reference corpus, domain pertinence [14]. More
recently, hybrid approaches were proposed, that combine ‘unithood’ and ‘termhood’
measurements in a single value. A representative metric is c/nc-value [13].
C/nc-value-based approaches to ATE have received their further evolution in many
works, e.g. [6, 14, 15] to mention a few.
Linguistic Processing is organized and implemented in a very similar fashion in all
the ATE methods, except some of them that also include ﬁltering out stop words. Stop
words (terms) could be ﬁltered out also at a cut-off step after statistical processing. So,
in our review and selection we further look at the second phase of Statistical Processing
only. Statistical Processing is sometimes further split in two consecutive sub-phases of
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term candidate scoring, and ranking. For term candidates scoring, reflecting its likelihood of being a term, known methods could be distinguished by being based on (c.f.
[4]) measuring occurrences frequencies (including word association), assessing
occurrences contexts, using reference corpora, e.g. Wikipedia [16], topic modeling
[17].
A cut-off procedure, takes the top candidates, based on scores, and thus distinguishes signiﬁcant terms from insigniﬁcant (or non-) terms. Many cut-off methods rely
upon the scores, coming from one scoring algorithm, and establish a threshold in one or
another way. Some others that collect the scores from several scoring algorithms use
(weighted) linear combinations [18], voting [2, 5], or (semi-)supervised learning [19].
In our set-up, we do cut-offs after term extraction based on voting, as explained in
Sect. 3. So, the ATE algorithms/solutions which perform cut-offs together with scoring
are not relevant for our experimental setting.
Based on the evaluations in [4, 5, 20] the most widely used ATE algorithms, for
which their performance assessments are published, are listed in Table 1. The table also
provides the assessments on the aspects that we use for selection.
Comments:
Domain Independence: “+” stands for a domain-independent method; “-” marks that
the method is either claimed to be domain-speciﬁc by its authors, or is evaluated only
on one particular domain. A domain-independent method is sought as our aim is to
develop a domain-independent technique.
Supervision: “U” – unsupervised; “SS” – semi-supervised. An unsupervised method is
sought as our aim is to develop an unsupervised technique.
Term Signiﬁcance: “+” – the method returns a value for each retained term which
could further be used as a measure of its signiﬁcance compared to the other terms. “-” –
marks that such a measure is not returned or the method does the cut-off itself.
Cut-off: “+” – the method does cut-offs itself and returns only signiﬁcant terms; “-” –
the method does not do cut-offs.
For us, only the methods are relevant that do not do cut-offs and return signiﬁcance
values. Our THD algorithm does cut-offs at a later stage.
Precision and Run Time: The values are based on the comparison of the two
cross-evaluation experiments reported in [4] / [20]. Empty cells in the table mean that
there was no data for this particular method in this particular experiment. [4] used
ATR4S – open-source software written in Scala. It evaluated 13 different methods,
implemented in ATR4S, on 5 different datasets, including GENIA. [20] used JATE 2.0,
free software written in Java. It evaluated 9 different methods, implemented in JATE,
on 2 different datasets, including GENIA. So, the results on GENIA are the baseline for
comparing the Precision. Two values are given for each reference experiment: precision on GENIA; average precision. Both [4, 20] experimented with c-value method
which was the slowest on average for [20]. So, the execution times for c-value were
used as a baseline to normalize the rest in the Run Time column.
After analyzing the ﬁndings listed in Table 1, we support the conclusion of [20]
stating that “c-value is the most reliable method as it obtains consistently good results,
in terms of precision”, evenly on the two different mixes of datasets – [4, 20]. We also
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Table 1. The comparison of the most widely used ATE metrics and algorithms

Method
[Source]
TTF [21]
ATF [20]

Domain- Superindepen- vizion
dence
(U/SS)
(+/-)
+
U
+

TTF-IDF
[22]

+

RIDF
[23]

+

C-value
[13]

+

Weirdness [12]

+/-

GlossEx
[18]

+

TermEx
[14]

+

PU-ATR
[16]

-

U
U

U
U

SS

SS

SS

SS

Metrics

Term CutSignioff
ficance (+/-)

Term (Total)
Frequency

+

Average Term
Frequency

+

TTF+Inverse
Document Frequency
Residual IDF

+

c-value,
nc-value
Weirdness

Precision
(GENIA;
average)

Run
Time
(%/cvalue)

0.70; 0.35

0.34

-

0.71; 0.33

0.37

0.75; 0.32

0.35

0.82; 0.51

0.35

-

-

0.71; 0.32

0.53

+

0.80; 0.49
0.73; 0.53

0.37
1.00

0.77; 0.56

1.00

0.77; 0.47

0.41

0.82; 0.48

1.67

0.70; 0.41

0.42

0.87; 0.46

0.52

0.78; 0.57

809.21

-

-

Lexical (Term)
Cohesion, Domain Specificity

-

Domain Pertinence, Domain
Consensus, Lexical Cohesion,
Structural Relevance

-

nc-value, Domain
Specificity

-

+

+

note that c-value is one of the slowest in the group of unsupervised and domainindependent methods, though its performance is comparable with the fastest ones. Still,
c-value outperforms the domain-speciﬁc methods, sometimes signiﬁcantly, as it is in
the case with PU-ATR. Hence, we have chosen c-value as the method for our
cross-evaluation experiments. We were therefore looking further at the tools which
implemented c-value and were publicly freely available.
2.2

Available Software Implementations

For choosing the software tools that implement the c-value method for ATE we looked
at the descriptions of term extraction tools at several web resources like at
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http://inmyownterms.com/terminology-extraction-tools/ or https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Terminology_extraction. In addition to the reference implementations mentioned before, ATR4S [4] and JATE 2.0 [20], we have identiﬁed the following freely
available ATE software tools as outlined in Table 2.
Table 2. Free ATE Software Tools (Listed Alphabetically)
Name /
Owner

Website

Short description

BioTex /
LIRMM
FiveFilters /
MedialabPrado

http://tubo.lirmm.fr/
biotex/
http://fivefilters.org/t
erm-extraction/

TaaS (TaaS
EU Project)

https://term.tilde.co
m/

TerMine /
NaCTeM

http://www.nactem.a
c.uk/software/termin
e/

Extracts biomedical terms
from free text
Extracts terms through a
web service; relies on a
PHP port of Topia's Term
Extraction; a simple alternative to Yahoo Term
Extraction service
Identifies term candidates
in documents and extracts
them automatically. Uses
CollTerm (linguistic) or
Kilgray (statistical) services
Extracts terms from plain
English texts, provides the
Batch mode (access to be
requested for non-UK
academic users)
A Web application that
extracts terms from the
inserted text. Compares the
frequency of words in a
given document with their
frequency in the language
(generic corpus).
A Python toolset using
NLTK (Natural Language
Toolkit)

TermFinder / https://labs.translate
Translated.net d.net/
terminologyextraction/

https://sourceforge.n
TBXTools
[24] / Univer- et/projects/tbxtools/
sitat Oberta de
Catalunya
UPM Term
Extractor
[25] / Dr
Inventor EU
project

Algorithm /
Metric

Biomedical
Occurrence independ(TTF) and ent
word count
in a term

Constraints
Domainspecific
Web service,
size of text
constrained

Frequency- independ- Does not
based
ent
provide term
significance
scores
c-value

independ- The service
ent
requests to
avoid heavy
bulk processing
Poisson
requires
Returns the
statistics,
language score of a
Maximum corpus
term as a
Likelihood
numeric value
Estimation
(%)
and IDF
TTF

https://github.com/o A Java software for extract- c-value
ntologylearninging terms and relations
oeg/epnoi-legacy
from scientific papers.
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Domain

Independent, multilingual,
requires
language
corpus
Independent

Deletes ngrams with
stop words

Takes text
input data of
at most 15 Mb
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For the ﬁnal selection of the tools for our cross-evaluation we:
• Decided not to consider ATR4S and JATE 2.0, at list at this stage, because it was
not fully clear how to extract the c-value method implementation from these suites
• Selected the tools that use the c-value method – which are NaCTeM TerMine and
UPM Term Extractor

3 OntoElect Saturation Metric and Measurement Pipeline
OntoElect methodology [2] seeks for maximizing the ﬁtness of the developed ontology
to what the domain knowledge stakeholders think about the domain. Fitness is measured as the stakeholders’ “votes” which allows assessing stakeholders’ commitment to
the ontology under development, reflecting how well their sentiment about the
requirements is met. The more votes are collected – the higher the commitment is
expected to be. If a critical mass of votes is acquired (say 50% + 1, which is a simple
majority vote), the ontology is considered to satisfactorily meet the requirements. All
the constituents of OntoElect as a processing technique are formally presented in [2].
It is well known that direct acquisition of requirements from domain experts is not
very realistic as they are expensive and not really willing to do the work falling out of
their core activity. So, in OntoElect, we are focused on the indirect collection of the
stakeholders’ votes by extracting these from high quality and reasonably high impact
documents authored by the stakeholders.
An important feature to be ensured for knowledge extraction from text collections
is that a dataset needs to be statistically representative to cover the opinions of the
domain knowledge stakeholders satisfactorily fully. OntoElect suggests a method to
measure the terminological completeness of a document collection by analyzing the
saturation of terminological footprints of the incremental slices of the collection, as e.g.
reported in [26]. The full texts of the documents from the retrospective collection are
grouped in datasets in the increasing order of their timestamps. As pictured in Fig. 1a,
the ﬁrst dataset D1 contains the ﬁrst portion (inc) of documents. The second dataset D2
contains the ﬁrst dataset D1 plus the second incremental slice (inc) of documents.
Finally, the last dataset Dn contains all the documents from the collection.
At the next step of the OntoElect workflow the bags of terms B1, B2, …, Bn are
extracted from the datasets D1, D2, …, Dn, using TerMine software, together with their

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Incrementally enlarged datasets in OntoElect; (b) An example of a bag of terms
extracted by TerMine.
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signiﬁcance (c-value) scores. Please see an example of a bag of terms extracted by
TerMine in Fig. 1b.
At the subsequent step, every extracted bag of terms Bi, i = 1, …, n is processed as
follows:
• Normalized scores are computed for each individual term: n-score = c-value/max(cvalue)
• Individual term signiﬁcance threshold (eps) is computed to retain those terms that
are within the majority vote. The sum of n-scores having values above eps form the
majority vote if this sum is higher that ½ of the sum of all n-scores.
• The cut-off at n-score < eps is done.
• The result is saved in Ti – the bags of retained terms.
After this step only signiﬁcant terms, whose n-scores represent the majority vote,
are retained in the bags of terms. Ti are then evaluated for saturation by measuring
pair-wise terminological difference between the subsequent bags Ti and Ti + 1,
i = 0, …, n − 1. It is done by applying the THD algorithm [2]. We provide it also here
in Fig. 2 for reader convenience.

Fig. 2. THD algorithm [2] for comparing a pair of bags of retained terms. It has been modiﬁed,
compared to [2], for computing the thdr value.

In fact, THD accumulates, in the thd value for the bag Ti + 1, the n-score differences if there were linguistically the same terms in Ti and Ti + 1. If there was no the
same term in Ti, it adds the n-score of the orphan to the thd value of Ti + 1. After thd
has been computed, the relative terminological difference thdr receives its value as thd
divided by the sum of n-scores in Ti + 1.
Absolute (thd) and relative (thdr) terminological differences are computed for
further assessing if Ti + 1 differs from Ti more than by the individual term signiﬁcance
threshold eps. If not, it implies that adding an increment of documents to Di for
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producing Di + 1 did not contribute any noticeable amount of new terminology. So,
the subset Di + 1 of the overall document collection may have become terminologically saturated. However, to obtain more conﬁdence about the saturation, OntoElect
suggests that some more subsequent pairs of Ti and Ti + 1 are evaluated. If stable
saturation is observed, then the process of looking for a minimal saturated
sub-collection could be stopped. Sometimes, however, a terminological peak may
occur after saturation has been observed in the previous pairs of T. Normally this peak
indicates that a highly innovative document with a substantial number of new terms has
been added in the increment.
To ﬁnalize this concise presentation of the OntoElect approach, it is worth noting
that it is domain independent and unsupervised – due to the use of TerMine for term
extraction. The shortcomings of this reliance on TerMine are revealed in our experimental study (Sect. 6).
One of the tasks for our research, on which we focus in this paper, is trying
OntoElect pipeline with the alternative term extraction tool – UPM Term Extractor –
and cross-evaluate the results versus those obtained using NaCTeM TerMine.

4 Experimental Workflow and Software Tools
In this section we present our generic experimental workflow and the suite of instrumental software tools which have been developed to support our experiments.
4.1

Generic Experimental Workflow and Instrumental Software

Our generic experimental workflow, outlined in Fig. 3, is based on the OntoElect
processing pipeline (Sect. 3). In particular, this workflow will be applied (using
Conﬁgure Experiment step) to perform all the cross-evaluation experiments described
below (Sect. 6).
The workflow covers the preparatory phase, experiment conﬁguration, the generation of the datasets, term extraction, saturation measurement, and the analysis and
comparison of the results. Some of the steps in these phases can only be performed
manually, like Conﬁgure Experiment, Analyze Saturation, and Compare Results. These
steps are not too laborious, however, and the effort does not noticeably grow with the
number of documents. To support the rest of the steps, the instrumental software has
been developed and offered for public use – as described in [27].
The preparatory phase includes:
• The generation of the catalogue for the chosen document collection using the
information available at the publisher’s web site. This catalogue includes all the
metadata for the documents, including their abstracts, and also the numbers of their
citations acquired from Google Scholar4. This step is supported by the Catalogue
Generator module.

4

http://scholar.google.com/.
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Fig. 3. Experimental workflow

• The download of the full texts of the papers, usually in PDF format, based on the
information in the catalogue. This step may require the permission granted by the
owner of the collection to bulk-download their full texts. This step is supported by
the Full Text Downloader module.
• The conversion of the full texts of the downloaded documents to the plain text
format for further term extraction is supported by the PDF to Plain Text Convertor
module.
The conﬁguration phase is the choice of the experimental setting and the
parameters of the datasets to be generated. The experimental setting is deﬁned by the
series – i.e. by the research question we wish to answer. The parameters are hence
deﬁned by the objective of the series. These parameters are: the order of adding
documents to a dataset, the size of an increment, the software tool used for term
extraction.
The datasets generation phase takes these parameters and the document collection
in the plain text format. The datasets are then generated (Sect. 3), to be further taken by
term extraction. The texts are added to the increments in the order chosen as the
parameter of the experiment. This phase is supported by the Dataset Generator
module.
The phase of term extraction applies the chosen software tool to the generated
datasets: D1, D2, … In result, it outputs the bags of extracted terms B1, B2, … In the
context of reported experiments, this phase is supported by the use of the two software
tools: UPM Term Extractor and NaCTeM TerMine. UPM Term Extractor has been
developed in the Dr Inventor project. The tool takes a collection of documents (PDF or
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plain text) in English or a dataset generated from this collection (plain text) and returns
the bag of extracted terms as a CSV ﬁle. Each term is provided in a separate line with
its c-value. NaCTeM TerMine is a publicly available service which is used in a batch
mode5. It takes an English plain text (ANSI) document (dataset) as a ﬁle to upload and
returns the bag of extracted terms as a CSV output. Each term is provided in a separate
line and accompanied with its numeric c-value and frequency (TTF).
The saturation measurement phase applies the THD algorithm to the bags of
terms as explained in Sect. 3. It outputs the results in the tabular form (see [27] for
more details). This phase is supported by the THD modules, the Convertor module,
and StopTermRemover module. The THD modules implement the THD algorithm
for the input bags of terms in UPM Term Extractor and NaCTeM TerMine formats.
The Convertor takes a bag of terms in TerMine format and saves it in the UPM
Extractor format. The StopTermRemover takes the list of the manually selected stop
terms and deletes all these terms from the bags of terms.
The analysis and comparison are done manually using any appropriate software
tool. We use MS Excel in our experiments.
Hence, our experimental workflow is fully covered by the developed and used
instrumental software.
4.2

Planned Series of Experiments

Different series of experiments, using this workflow, are planned to be conducted in the
presented project [1].
The ﬁrst series are planned for experimental cross-evaluation of the selected ATE
software tools. Based on the datasets with the increments of reasonable size, term
extraction is done separately using the UPM Term Extractor and NaCTeM TerMine.
The results are compared in terms of saturation measures. This may allow answering
our research question Q1 (c.f. Sect. 2).
For this we set-up the ﬁrst series of experiments to cross-evaluate UPM Term
Extractor versus NaCTeM TerMine. In this subsection we present the conﬁguration of
these experimental series and the measurements in more detail.
We plan to perform this cross-evaluation by applying the experimental workflow to
the three selected real document collections coming from different domains. Before
applying the tools to the real document collections we check if they perform adequately
on the two speciﬁcally crafted synthetic collections representing the boundary cases –
for immediate saturation and no saturation. All the document collections are presented
in more detail in Sect. 5.
To cross-evaluate term extraction tools we look at:
• How quickly the bags of terms, extracted from the incrementally growing datasets,
saturate terminologically in terms of thd versus eps. We also measure thdr. The
results are measured for all the document collections, independently for each tool,
and then compared.
5

Batch mode for TerMine is freely accessible at http://www.nactem.ac.uk/batch.php for academic
purposes, provided that the permission by NaCTeM is granted for non-UK users.
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• If the tools extract the similar bags of terms from each of the document collections
in which saturation has been observed. The similarity between the extracted bags of
terms is also measured using thd versus eps approach by applying the THD module
to the pairs (B1, B1m), (B2, B2m), …, (Bn, Bnm), where Bi is the bag of terms
extracted by the ﬁrst chosen tool (UPM Term Extractor) and Bim is the bag of terms
extracted by the second chosen tool (NaCTeM TerMine).

5 Document Collections and Datasets
In this section we describe the data used in our experiments. These data come from two
synthetic and three real document collections6.
5.1

Synthetic Document Collections

Our synthetic collections have been prepared to evaluate the boundary cases: one in
which terminological saturation should happen immediately; and the other one in
which terminological saturation should not happen. These cases help us evaluate if
saturation metric is adequate at these two extremes. If so, there is more conﬁdence that
it is also adequate for real document collections.
1DOC is the document collection containing just one paper. As this paper, we used
the source of [24]. It has been converted to plain ANSI text format manually. From the
plain text, the datasets D1, D2, …, D20 have been generated, as described in Sect. 3,
and the increment for each subsequent dataset was the text of this one paper. So, D1
contained one copy of this paper text, D2 – two copies of the same text, …, D20–20
copies of the same text. It is straightforward that, if the OntoElect approach to measuring saturation is correct, the saturation in this case should be observed quite quickly
with thd close to 0, as all the increments are identical.
The intuition behind crafting the RAW collection is opposite to the previous case.
To avoid saturation, a collection is required in which all the increments are substantially terminologically different. To have that, the documents dealing with different
topics, coming from different ﬁelds, and therefore using very different terminology
need to be put together. For constructing RAW 80 articles from English Wikipedia
have been randomly selected such that no two of them are about a similar topic and the
size of an article is not too small. The articles have been downloaded in 1-column PDF
format. Further, these PDF ﬁles have been converted to plain ASCII texts using our
PDF to Plain Text Convertor. The texts have not been cleaned to keep the possibility
for checking how does the noise injected by Wikipedia into the PDF printouts influences saturation. Based on the plain texts, 20 datasets have been generated, D1, D2, …,
D20, with increments comprising 4 randomly taken documents from the collection.

6

All the ﬁve collections in plain text and the datasets generated of these texts are publicly available at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/64pbodb2dmpndcy/AACoDO0iBKP6Lm4400uxJQ6Ca?dl=0.
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Real Document Collections

Our real document collections are all composed of the papers published at the
peer-reviewed international venues in three different domains: the TIME collection
contains the full text papers of the proceedings of the TIME Symposia series7; the
DMKD collection is composed of the subset of full text articles from the Springer
journal on Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery8; the DAC collection comprises the
subset of full text papers of the Design Automation Conference9.
The domain of the TIME collection is Time Representation and Reasoning. The
publisher of these papers is IEEE. This collection has been acquired in our previous
research [24]. It contains all the papers published in the TIME symposia proceedings
between 1994 and 2013, which are 437 full text documents. These papers have been
processed manually, including their conversion to plain texts and cleaning of these
texts. So, the resulting datasets were not very noisy. We have chosen the increment for
generating the datasets to be 20 papers. So, based on the available texts, we have
generated 22 incrementally enlarged datasets D1, D2, …, D22.
The domain of DMKD collection is Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, which
falls into our broader target domain of Knowledge Management as its essential part. It
was provided by Springer based on their policy on full text provision for data mining
purposes10. To the DMKD document collection, we have included 300 papers published in the Journal of Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery between 1997 and
2010. All the papers in their full texts were automatically processed using our
instrumental pipeline. In difference to the TIME collection, no manual cleaning of
document texts was applied. For generating the datasets, the increment has been chosen
to be 20 papers. So, based on the available documents we have generated 15 incrementally enlarged datasets D1, D2, …, D15.
The domain of the DAC collection is Engineering Design Automation. The publisher of these papers is IEEE. For this collection, we have chosen 506 papers published
between 2004 and 2010. The papers of DAC have been automatically converted to
plain text using our instrumental software. We deliberately skipped manual cleaning of
the plain texts to be able to compare the results between very noisy (DAC) and not very
noisy (TIME) datasets generated from the papers having the same publisher and,
therefore, the same source layout (IEEE). Similarly to TIME, we have chosen the
increment for generating the datasets to be 20 papers. So, based on the available texts,
we have generated 26 incrementally enlarged datasets D1, D2, …, D26.
5.3

Summary of Data Features

The characteristics of all the ﬁve document collections and datasets are summarized in
Table 3.

7

http://time.di.unimi.it/TIME_Home.html.
https://link.springer.com/journal/10618.
9
http://dac.com/.
10
https://www.springer.com/gp/rights-permissions/springer-s-text-and-data-mining-policy/29056.
8
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Table 3. The features of the used document collections and datasets
Collection Type
1DOC

Paper type
and layout

Synthetic Journal,
ACM
1-column
Synthetic Wikipedia
1-column

RAW

TIME

Real

DMKD

Real

DAC

Real

Conference,
IEEE
2-column
Journal,
Springer
1-column
Conference,
IEEE
2-column

No Noise
Doc

Processing

Inc

No
datasets

1

Manual

1 paper

20

4 papers

20

Manually
cleaned

80

Not cleaned, Automated
moderately
noisy
437 Manually
Manual conversion to
cleaned
plain text, automated
dataset generation
300 Not cleaned, Automated
moderately
noisy
506 Not cleaned, Automated
quite noisy

20 papers 22

20 papers 15

20 papers 26

For all real collections, the documents have been added to the datasets in their
chronological order of publication. For the RAW collection the documents have been
added in random order.

6 Experiments and Discussion
In this section we report and discuss the results of our experiments on the datasets
generated from the ﬁve data collections presented in Sect. 5, particularly on the results
of the phases of term extraction, saturation measurement, analysis and comparison.
In the experiment with each collection we: (i) extracted the bags of terms from the
prepared datasets using TerMine and UPM Extractor; (ii) measured saturation for both
sets of the bags of terms using the corresponding THD modules; (iii) measured
comparative saturation for the pairs of the bags of terms (B1, B1m), (B2, B2m), …, (Bn,
Bnm) – as described in Sect. 4.2; (iv) built the diagrams and analyzed the results.
In addition to the above activities, for the RAW collection we also looked at the
effect of removing stop terms after doing term extraction. By removing these stop terms,
which represented the injection of noise by Wikipedia and also the text fragments from
the ﬁgures, we denoised the output. The lists of the stop terms were prepared manually
based on the extractions from the last dataset D20. These stop terms were further
automatically removed from all the datasets using our Stop Term Remover module. So,
for the RAW collection we also compared noisy and denoised bags of terms.
6.1

Terminological Saturation in Synthetic Collections

Due to collections design (Sect. 5), the results on 1DOC are expected to demonstrate
quick and steady saturation and the results on RAW have to be far from being
saturated.
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For the bags of terms extracted from 1DOC, the results of measuring saturation
look as follows.
We ﬁrst processed the bags of terms extracted by TerMine. The results of measuring individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological differences (thd,
thdr) are visualized in Fig. 4(a)11. We then measured terminological differences
between the bags of terms extracted by UPM Extractor. The results of measuring
individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological differences (thd, thdr)
are pictured in Fig. 4(b).

(a) Bags of terms extracted by TerMine

(b) Bags of terms extracted by UPM Extractor

Fig. 4. Visualization of saturation measurements on the 1DOC datasets

The dashed vertical line in Fig. 4(a) points to the bag of terms (extracted from D3)
in which saturation indicator has been observed for the ﬁrst time as thd went below eps.
In fact, and as expected, we further observe steady saturation with the same number of
extracted terms and increasing individual term signiﬁcance threshold eps. The values of
thd and thdr drop down to become statistically equal to zero starting from T2–T3. The
dashed vertical line in Fig. 4(b) points to the bag of terms (extracted from D4) in which
saturation indicator has been observed for the ﬁrst time as thd went below eps. Very
similarly to the case of TerMine, and as expected, we further observed very stable
saturation with the same number of extracted terms and increasing individual term
signiﬁcance threshold eps. The values of thd and thdr drop down to become statistically equal to zero starting from T3–T4.
The differences in saturation measurements for the bags of terms extracted by
TerMine and UPM Extractor are as follows: (i) UPM Extractor generated bigger bags
of terms with c-value > 1: 3 019 terms versus 1 208 in the TerMine case; (ii) idividual
term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) were about 2.5 times higher for UPM Extractor;
(iii) the number of retained terms with c-value > eps was * 2 times bigger in the UPM
Extractor case; (iv) the values of thd and thdr were signiﬁcantly lower (* 10 000
times) for TerMine.
11

The values measured in all the reported experiments, though sometimes mentioned in the text, are
not presented in the paper for saving space. All these experimental data and results are presented in
full detail in the supporting technical report [27] which is publicly available online.
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Overall, TerMine results showed a slightly quicker convergence to saturation,
compared to UPM Extractor results. From the other hand: (i) the number of retained
terms from the saturated sub-collection; and (ii) the cut-off point at the individual term
signiﬁcance threshold were higher in the UPM Extractor results. Based on observing
these differences, we can conclude that, linguistically, TerMine was *3 times more
selective regarding extracting term candidates. So, the pre-processing in TerMine is
more sophisticated. From the other hand, the cut-offs in UPM Extractor outputs happened for approximately two times more signiﬁcant terms. Hence, the statistical processing part in UPM Extractor circumscribes more compact, yet signiﬁcant sets of
terms. This points out that, due to the statistical processing phase, UPM Extractor is a
more selective instrument.
It was further checked if both tools extracted statistically similar sets of terms from
the 1DOC collection. The measurements are visualized in Fig. 5. The ﬁgure shows that
both tools extracted statistically identical bags of terms despite the fact that the numbers
of retained terms differed signiﬁcantly in the individual cases (reported above). The
terminological difference became statistically negligible at the second measurement
point, where the thd value (2.291409) went signiﬁcantly below eps (9.509775). This
situation was stable, since the thd values oscillated around 2.1 and the eps values
steadily went up to 95.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the retained sets of terms extracted from the 1DOC collection by UPM
Extractor and TerMine

For the bags of terms extracted from RAW the results of measuring saturation look
as follows.
We ﬁrst processed the bags of terms extracted by TerMine. The results of measuring individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological differences (thd,
thdr) are visualized in Fig. 6(a).
We then analyzed B20, extracted by TerMine, going from the top of the list down
to the terms having c-values greater than 40. Based on this scan, we extracted the list
of *200 stop terms. These stop terms have been removed from the bags of terms B1,
…, B20 and saturation analysis has been repeated. The results of measuring individual
term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological differences (thd, thdr) for so
denoised bags of terms are visualized in Fig. 6(b).
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(a) Saturation measurements before removing stop terms

(b) Saturation measurements after removing stop terms
Fig. 6. Visualization of saturation measurements on the RAW bags of terms extracted by
TerMine. The diagram to the right represents a more granular look into the rounded rectangle in
the diagram to the left

When looking at Fig. 6(a) and, especially, at Fig. 6(b), we observe that, as it was
expected, the RAW collection is not terminologically saturated. Further, looking at the
differences between Fig. 6(a) and (b), we observe some nice indicators of the presence
of noise in the textual documents of the collection. Indeed, the thdr values in Fig. 6(a)
are much higher than the corresponding thd values. Though the thd values hint that the
bags of terms might be close to saturation, the values of thdr are far beyond eps. Very
interestingly, the values of thd measured after removing stop terms become similar to
that of thdr. At the same time the thd and thdr curves in Fig. 6(b) very much resemble
the thdr curve in Fig. 6(a). So, substantial differences between thd and thdr values
signal about a possible need to clean the bags of terms, or the source texts, by removing
the stop terms which have no relevance to the domain of the collection.
The same experiment has been then repeated for the bags of terms extracted by the
UPM Term Extractor. The results of measuring saturation look as follows.
The values of individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological
differences (thd, thdr) are visualized in Fig. 7(a). We then analyzed B20, extracted by
UPM Extractor, going from the top of the list down to the terms having c-values greater
than 40. Based on this scan, we extracted the list of *220 stop terms. These stop terms
have been removed from the bags of terms B1, …, B20 and saturation analysis has been
repeated. The values of individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological
differences (thd, thdr) for so denoised bags of terms are pictured in Fig. 7(b).
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(a) Saturation measurements before removing stop terms.

(b) Saturation measurements after removing stop terms.
Fig. 7. Visualization of saturation measurements on the RAW bags of terms extracted by UPM
Extractor.

Compared to the saturation measurements for the bags of terms extracted by TerMine, the values of thd for the bags of terms extracted by UPM Extractor form a clearer
picture of the absence of saturation. In fact, the thd values measured on UPM Extractor
results before removing the stop terms are 2.5–3 times higher than those measured on
TerMine results after removing the stop terms. So, the results by UPM Extractor are
more highly contrast compared to those of TerMine in terms of detecting the absence of
saturation. From the other hand, the values of thdr measured on TerMine results are a
clearer indicator of the need to denoise the bags of terms. The thdr values measured on
the UPM Extractor results do not differ from the corresponding thd values. If UPM
Extractor is used to detect the absence of saturation, there is no real need however to
analyze if thdr values indicate the presence of noise. So, the use of UPM Extractor is
preferred in this case as it is a sharper instrument.
For this collection, it has not been measured if both tools extract statistically similar
bags of terms. This measurement would have had no value in the absence of saturation.
6.2

Terminological Saturation in Real Collections

Our results in measuring terminological saturation in the real document collections are
presented and analyzed in this subsection.
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For the datasets extracted from DMKD the results look as follows.
The bags of terms extracted by TerMine were ﬁrst processed. The results of
measuring individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) and terminological differences
(thd, thdr) are visualized in Fig. 8. The diagram at the left visualizes the whole set of
measures. The rounded rectangular circumscribes the area in the diagram at the left,
which is presented in ﬁner detail in the diagram at the right. The dashed vertical line
points to the bag of terms (extracted from D14) in which saturation indicator has been
observed for the ﬁrst time as thd went below eps.

Fig. 8. Saturation measurements on the DMKD datasets based on the bags of terms extracted by
TerMine

The analysis of these results points out that there is a trend to reaching terminological saturation, perhaps for bigger datasets. The eps values have the tendency to go
up and thd, thdr values go down with the increase in dataset numbers. The increase in
the numbers of retained terms is also going down. There are three terminological peaks
in the area of our closer interest at D10–D11, D12–D13, and D14–D15. The contribution of these peaks is not very signiﬁcant however as the thd value increases not very
much compared to the vicinity – please see DAC results for much higher peaks.
Overall, it is too early to consider DMKD saturated based on the extraction results by
TerMine.
The results of measuring saturation based on the bags of terms extracted by UPM
Extractor are pictured in Fig. 9. It could be noted that steady saturation is reached at

Fig. 9. Saturation measurements on the DMKD datasets based on the bags of terms extracted by
UPM Extractor
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D5–D6. The number of retained terms (from B6) is 4113, which is substantially lower
than 5009 at the ﬁrst potential saturation point in the TerMine case. Interestingly, thd
and thdr values measured on UPM Extractor results behave quite similarly to those
measured on TerMine results, also hinting about terminological peaks at the same
points. The numbers of retained terms are lower, though not signiﬁcantly, for UPM
Extractor results. Saturation is reached due to much higher values of individual term
signiﬁcance threshold eps.
Hence, for this document collection, UPM Extractor yields better circumscribed
and more compact sets of signiﬁcant terms and the cut-off happens at much higher
values of term signiﬁcance.
One hypothesis about the reason for better UPM Extractor performance could be
that it extracts not all the terms from the documents it takes in, and TerMine reaches a
substantially higher recall. To check that, we measured terminological differences
between the bags of terms extracted, from the same datasets by UPM Extractor and
TerMine. The result is pictured diagrammatically in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the retained sets of terms extracted from the DMKD collection by UPM
Extractor and TerMine

Figure 10 shows that both tools extract somewhat similar bags of terms. This
similarity increases with the growth of a dataset. The numbers of retained terms are
higher than in Figs. 8 and 9. These also hint that the extracted bags of terms are similar
and recall values of individual tools differ not too much, which is acceptable.
Interestingly, terminological difference (thd) in Fig. 10 goes below eps exactly at
the point when TerMine results show the highest terminological peak (c.f. Fig. 8). So,
it looks like both tools extract similar bags of terms but TerMine reaches the saturation
level a bit later, when it collects the contribution from the increment at the highest
terminology peak. Yet interestingly, thd values go beyond eps after D11. We think12
that the reason for that is the increasing influence of the accumulated noise in the
datasets, which is perceived differently by the individual tools.

12

We did not yet check this. So, it is only a hypothesis.
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The results of saturation measurements for TIME are pictured in Fig. 11.

(a) NaCTeM TerMine

(b) UPM Term Extractor

(c) Comparison of the retained sets of terms

Fig. 11. Saturation measurements for the TIME collection

The saturation measurements based on the bags of terms extracted by TerMine did
not show any saturation –Fig. 11(a). The thd values did not go below eps. The
tendency is similar to the DMKD experiment – a trend to reaching terminological
saturation, perhaps for bigger datasets. The eps values go up with the increase in
dataset numbers, though signiﬁcantly slower than in the DMKD case. The maximal
observed eps value is 5 for TIME versus 9 for DMKD. The thd and thdr values go
down with the increase in dataset numbers, but not quickly enough to go below eps. As
a consequence, the maximal number of retained terms is signiﬁcantly higher that in the
DMKD case: 8343 versus 5438, though the difference in the extracted numbers of
terms is not that signiﬁcant: *287K versus *253K. Interestingly, the terminological
peaks in the TIME collection are observed at D3–D4, D10–D11, D17–D18, and D19–
D20. The highest peak is at D10–D11, which repeats the DMKD case, probably by a
coincidence. Similarly to DMKD, the contribution of these peaks is not very substantial
as the thd value increases not very much compared to the vicinity.
The saturation measurements based on the bags of terms extracted by UPM
Extractor reveal stable saturation starting from D11–D12 – as pictured in Fig. 11(b)
by the vertical dashed line. The values of thd and thdr resemble these of the TerMine
case, so the saturation curve has terminological peaks nearly at the same points. The
height of those peaks is however lower. The values of individual term signiﬁcance
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threshold eps are however much higher – similarly to the DMKD experiment. Saturation is detected at eps equal to 23.774, whereas the values of eps in the TerMine case
do not increase beyond 5.000. The number of retained terms, from B12 is 7110, which
is only 2.47% of the total number of extracted terms in B12. Therefore, we may draw a
similar conclusion for this experiment. Saturation is reached due to much higher values
of individual term signiﬁcance threshold eps. For TIME, UPM Term Extractor yields
better circumscribed and more compact sets of signiﬁcant terms and the cut-off
happens for much higher values of term signiﬁcance.
We also checked if both tools extract similar bags of terms from the TIME collection. The results have been measured following the same approach as in the case of
DMKD and are pictured in Fig. 11(c). It could be seen, that the terminological difference (thd) between the bags of retained terms at the saturation point D12–D12m13
equals to *29, while eps equals to 16. So, thd is 1.81 times higher than eps. In the
DMKD case the difference between thd and eps at the saturation point is slightly lower
– 1.80 times. Very similarly to the DMKD case, the difference grows after the saturation point, which, as we believe, could be explained by the same reason – the
influence of the accumulated noise in the datasets beyond the saturation point. Hence,
manual cleaning of the TIME datasets did not really help a lot, as the results very much
resemble the DMKD case, for which the datasets were not cleaned.
The results of saturation measurements for DAC are shown in Fig. 12. DAC collection is much noisier than DMKD and TIME. The results also differ – in values but
not in the overall picture.
The saturation measurements based on the bags of terms extracted by TerMine
revealed the potential saturation point only in the last measurement at D25–D26 – as
pictured in Fig. 12(a). However, the terminological peak at D24–D25, with thd equal to
135.49, hints about the further instability. So, speaking about a tendency to reach stable
saturation later would be a speculation. More measurements are needed to judge
about it.
It is also interesting to compare the saturation behaviour in DAC to that in TIME, as
both collections come from the same publisher, so have the same layout, and represent
papers of similar size. The difference is that TIME was manually cleaned and DAC was
not. Figures 11(a) and 12(a), if compared, show the differences in measurement values
for the dataset pairs of roughly similar sizes.
The comparison of the measurements for TIME and DAC, based on the extraction
results by TerMine, reveals that: (i) the values of eps grow faster for TIME than for
DAC; (ii) the numbers of extracted and retained terms for DAC are substantially higher
than for TIME; (iii) the numbers of retained terms for TIME grow monotonically and
this growth slows down – an indicator of possible saturation in the upcoming measurements; (iv) the number of retained terms for DAC substantially drops below the
previous value at D24–D25 and the thd dramatically picks up from 21.51 to 135.49.

13

D12 is the dataset from which B12 is extracted by UPM Extractor and B12m by TerMine. B12m is
further converted to the UPM Extractor format and the pair (B12, B12m) is fed into the THD
module. The module returns eps, thd, and thdr values for the pair as described in Sect. 3.
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(a) NaCTeM TerMine

(b) UPM Term Extractor

(c) Comparison of the retained sets of terms
Fig. 12. Saturation measurements for the DAC collection

We believe, again, that the reason for the peak at D24–D25 is the influence of the
accumulated noise. However, TerMine signals about the problem quite lately.
The saturation measurements based on the bags of terms extracted by UPM
Extractor reveal steady saturation starting from D5–D6 with eps at about 20 – as
pictured in Fig. 12(b) by the vertical dashed line. However, the values of eps peak up to
18 294 at D10–D11 and the numbers of retained terms go down to 34 which is more
than 100 times less than the previous value. A closer examination of the bags of terms
revealed that these 34 terms are nothing but the noise which has been accumulated
much earlier in the case of UPM Extractor. Therefore, in the case of a noisy document
collection, UPM Extractor is much more sensitive in detecting excessive noise, compared to TerMine. So, the situation pictured in Fig. 12(b) could be used as an indicator
of the need to denoise the collection datasets before terminology extraction.
Though not very relevant for this collection, we still compared if the bags of terms
extracted by both tools were statistically similar. The result is pictured in Fig. 12(c). The
comparison showed that, starting from D5, where thd equals to 3.97 and eps to 19.65,
both tools successfully extracted the very similar sets of accumulated noise terms.
6.3

Summary of Results and Recommendations

This subsection summarizes our ﬁndings after analyzing the results of the experiments
on cross-evaluating TerMine and UPM Extractor. The summary is structured along the
cases based on our document collections.
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Case 1: 1DOC – quick saturation expected. For the bags of terms extracted by both
tools very stable saturation has been observed quite quickly – which was expected. The
differences in saturation measurements are as follows: (i) UPM Extractor generated
bigger bags of terms with c-value > 1: 3 019 terms versus 1 208 in the TerMine case;
(ii) individual term signiﬁcance thresholds (eps) were about 2.5 times higher for UPM
Extractor; (iii) the number of retained terms with c-value > eps was approximately 2
times bigger in the UPM Extractor case; (iv) the values of thd and thdr were signiﬁcantly lower (*10 000 times) for TerMine. Overall, TerMine results showed a slightly
quicker convergence to saturation than that by UPM Extractor. From the other hand:
(i) the number of retained terms from the saturated sub-collection; and (ii) the cut-off
point at the individual term signiﬁcance threshold were higher in the UPM Extractor
results. Both tools extracted statistically similar bags of terms despite the fact that the
numbers of retained terms differed signiﬁcantly. Overall, both tools behaved, in
detecting saturation and extracting similar bags of terms, exactly as expected by the
design of the case.
Conclusions (case 1): (i) linguistically, TerMine is more selective in extracting
term candidates, (ii) the cut-offs in UPM Extractor outputs happen for substantially
more signiﬁcant terms; (iii) UPM Extractor circumscribes more compact, yet more
signiﬁcant sets of terms and is a more sensitive instrument; (iv) these results conﬁrm
the adequacy of our saturation metric for the boundary case of quick saturation.
Case 2: RAW – saturation should not be reached. While measuring saturation in
the bags of terms extracted by TerMine, we observed that saturation has not been
reached. We also noticed that the measurements of thd and thdr on these bags of terms
differed noticeably for the cases before and after removing stop terms. So, these differences between thd and thdr values signal about a possible need to clean the bags of
terms, or the source texts, by removing the stop terms which have no relevance to the
domain of the collection. The thd values measured on UPM Extractor results before
removing the stop terms are 2.5–3 times higher than those measured on TerMine results
after removing the stop terms. So, the results by UPM Extractor are more highly
contrast compared to those of TerMine in terms of detecting the absence of saturation.
Overall, both tools behaved, in failing to detect saturation and extracting similar bags of
terms, as expected by the design of the case.
Conclusions (case 2): (i) TerMine is more sensitive in indicating the need to
denoise the bags of terms; (ii) UPM Extractor is more sensitive in detecting the absence
of saturation; (iii) these results conﬁrm the adequacy of our saturation metric for the
boundary case of non-reachable saturation.
Recommendation: The use of UPM Extractor is preferred to detect that saturation
is hardly expected.
Case 3: DMKD (automatically pre-processed). Overall, it cannot be reliably
judged that the DMKD collection is saturated based on the extraction results by TerMine. In difference to that, the saturation measurements using the bags of terms
extracted by UPM Extractor reveal steady saturation quite quickly. It has also been
noticed that both tools extracted statistically similar bags of terms.
Case 4: TIME (manually denoised). Saturation measurements using the bags of
terms extracted by TerMine failed to detect saturation in the TIME collection. Very
similarly to the DMKD case, the saturation measurements using the bags of terms
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extracted by UPM Extractor reveal steady saturation quite quickly, also with much
higher individual term importance thresholds eps. These result in signiﬁcantly more
compact sets of retained signiﬁcant terms.
Conclusion (cases 3, 4): Both cases demonstrated similar advantages of UPM
Extractor over TerMine in detecting saturation and retaining signiﬁcant terms. In both
cases UPM Term Extractor yielded better circumscribed and more compact sets of
signiﬁcant terms. Manual cleaning of the TIME collection did not help noticeably to
improve the results of saturation measurements, therefore was not really necessary.
Case 5: DAC (very noisy). UPM Extractor demonstrated the capacity to accumulate excessive noise from the datasets to the bags of terms substantially earlier than
TerMine. The saturation curve, built for the measurements using UPM Extractor
results, signals about this noise quite sharply – with the numbers of retained signiﬁcant
terms dropping down by two orders of magnitude and individual term signiﬁcance
thresholds going up by three orders of magnitude.
Conclusion (case 5): In the case of noisy datasets and due to not being very
selective in extracting term candidates, UPM Extractor is much more sensitive in
detecting excessive noise, compared to TerMine.
Recommendation (cases 3–5): The use of UPM Extractor is preferred over TerMine to detect terminological saturation or excessive noise; this is not constrained by a
subject domain and does not depend on manual denoising of the source data in the
collection.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper reported on cross-evaluating the two software ATE tools: NaCTeM TerMine and UPM Term Extractor. The tools were selected for cross-evaluation based on
the analysis of the related work in ATE and availability of software as reported in
Sect. 2.
The objective of our cross-evaluation experiments was to ﬁnd the most ﬁtting
software for extracting the bags of terms to be the part of our instrumental pipeline for
exploring terminological saturation in text document collections in an arbitrary domain
of interest. The technique for measuring terminological saturation, based on the use of
the THD algorithm, has been outlined in Sect. 3.
The paper presented the set-up of experiments by outlining the generic workflow
and instrumental software tools developed to automate the activities in the workflow,
such as document collection retrieval, pre-processing, dataset generation, term
extraction, terminological difference measurement, bags of terms denoising. It also
explained which kinds of measurements and observations were planned to
cross-evaluate the ﬁtness of the selected ATE tools for their use in terminological
saturation measurement pipeline. Speciﬁcally we were interested in: (i) how quickly the
bags of terms, extracted, by different tools, from the incrementally growing datasets,
saturated terminologically in terms of thd versus eps; and (ii) if the tools extracted the
similar bags of terms from the document collections.
The paper then presented the data collections which were used in the experiments.
The experiments were ﬁrst been planned on the two synthetic collections to ﬁnd out if
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the measurements of terminological saturation are adequate in the boundary cases:
(i) the 1DOC collection in which saturation should be detected swiftly; and (ii) the
RAW collection in which terminology can not be saturated. Secondly, the experiments
were planned on the three real document collections, DMKD, TIME, and DAC. These
collections represent different domains. The documents in these collections had different layouts and were processed differently, leaving more or less noise in the datasets.
The summary of the collection and dataset features was provided in Table 3.
Finally, the results of our experiments on the datasets generated from the ﬁve data
collections, particularly on the results of the phases of term extraction, saturation
measurement, analysis and comparison, were reported and discussed. Based on the
analysis of experimental results, conclusions were made in Subsect. 6.3. The conclusions revealed that:
• The metrics we used to measure terminological saturation are adequate as the results
in the boundary cases of 1DOC and RAW were as expected
• The use of UPM Extractor is preferred, over TerMine, to detect that saturation is
hardly expected, like in the RAW case
• When terminological saturation was reachable, the bags of terms extracted by UPM
Extractor converged to saturation quicker than that by TerMine. Their use yielded
better circumscribed and more compact sets of signiﬁcant terms.
• In the cases of noisy datasets and due to not being very selective in extracting term
candidates, UPM Extractor was much more sensitive in detecting excessive noise,
compared to TerMine.
Based on these conclusions it has been recommended that the use of UPM Term
Extractor is more preferable than the use of NaCTeM Termine in our terminological
saturation measurement and detection technique.
Our future work will follow the research agenda outlined in Sect. 2 as the list of
research questions Q2–Q5. Currently14, the series of experiments aimed at answering
Q2 are ﬁnished and the technical report is being written. Our next step will be to
conﬁgure and perform the experiments for answering Q3. The answers to Q4 and Q5
are in our mid-term plans for the future work.
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